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CLEARPC® SECRET AGENT: A BRIEFCASE-STYLE ACRYLIC COMPUTER CASE
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Urgent Communiqué ]

A BRAVE NEW WARNING FROM A DOOMED CLEARPC® ENGINEER
VICTORIA, BC, CANADA –“We lost one man down corridor 232 and
another down 228. We were close to to breaching the outer gate
but were cutoff from the others. I hear the buzz of bullets,
ricochets and screams. I am alone save for one colleague cowering in
the corner near Security Door 13 should you find us. I fear we have
only minutes to relay this information to you. I simply must tell you
everything.
We’d been at work on ClearPC®’s Secret Agent Briefcase: an
acrylic computer case designed under cover for commercial enterprise as
the world’s first clear briefcase computer case aimed at computer
enthusiasts the world over.
Only 2 days prior did we learn of its real intent: to bring to a state of addiction LAN Gamer’s
everywhere via the power of PC Gaming. This diabolical plot to infiltrate every LAN Gaming event was a
direct affront to our concepts of free thought. We simply had to act. Once we learned of Headquarters’
intention, we began a series of developmental changes in the Briefcase to reduce the state of addiction
Gamers would face once they purchased the unit.
Developmental arguments between engineers got out of control. Some felt we were trying to
sabotage the unit. Others didn’t know what to make of our design changes. We didn’t know each other’s
names, but engineer CPC23 went ballistic when we tried to alter design parameters. Many of us have been
under intense pressure from headquarters. Rumors have circulated that several engineers underwent
electrical pulse stimulation. Engineers started to disappear. Only 9 of us were left when the final
prototype came out of Thermal Variance.
At that time, the ClearPC® Secret Agent (C.S.A.) Briefcase measured 6 ¼” wide x 14” high x 18 ½”
long utilizing a built-in hard disk cooler with 2 CDROM and 2 Hard Disk Drives: one source of

contention to staff here due to the addictive nature of having so much storage space in a
single enclosure.
Be warned: this is a highly addictive object. It’s intent is to subject you to LAN Gaming as
never before. Your social life will be consumed by it, altered forever. I apologize to LAN Gamers
everywhere: we truly regret what we have done.
They’re coming.

Wait! Wait!

Had we known to what extent gaming societies would be affected, many of us would never have
joined. We warn you now, learn the truth and don’t let us fall in vain!”
Our last communiqué with engineer CPC16 occurred at 4:12am PST, a transmission relayed via The
Upgrade Path® Inc.’s internal security email server. No further communication was possible, however,
Engineer CPC16 left the world a more detailed look at the Secret Agent Briefcase at a now declassified
web site location. We fear company security has infiltrated the site to make it an enticement for
readers. Before you visit http://www.clearpc.ca be warned! You may never game the same again.
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